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Wall Type Inverter - Energy Saving with EGAT#5 Label

High Reliability Outdoor Unit High energy saving with certi ed EGAT#5 label for all models. 

Double Protection Heat-Exchanger endures coil lifetime. 

Enhance durability of both evaporator and condenser coils by 

 Bio lter helps make the air cleaner.

PM 2.5 lter (Option) keep small dust particle as of 2.5 micron

Friendly control with new wireless remote

4 fan speeds can be adjustable : High, Medium, Low and Auto.

Shortcut  Function  memorize and recall your favorite setting

just in one button.

Turbo Function helps accelerate the cooling.

Sleep Function automatically adjust room temperature suitable 

for your sleep.
Dry Mode operation efficiently reduces humidity in the air in 

 JOYFUL INVERTER

Optimized outdoor unit size made of galvanized steel 

sheet with power painted color.

Shut-off valve installed for all condensing unit models.

Fully charged with R32, low GWP (Global Warming 

Potential) and environmental friendly refrigerant  with

17-30 °C room temperature setting.

order  to  make you feel  more comfort  in high humid season

 zero ODP (Ozone Depletion Potential).

using copper coil and Golden Fin coating which can bare more 

corrosive environment better than normal coating n. 

size and odor out of  the air  by high  efficiency  lter  media, 
ensuring you can enjoy purer and fresher air in the room.

Wireless 
Control

Pre-Filter 

PM 2.5 Filter 

and lower risk of germs growth in the air.

Auto Restart Function will automatically resume air conditioner

operation once  power supply  is back to normal in case there

is power outage.
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Remarks:     1. Test conditions under ARI standard at 80˚ FDB/67˚ FWB (Indoor) and 95˚ FDB (Outdoor)
                       2. Dimensions of the outdoor unit in the Speci cation table: width and depth exclude unit legs, but height includes unit legs.
                       3. Certi ed with TIS 2134-2553 by the Thai Industrial Standards Institute (TISI).
                       4. Every model features a 24-Hour Programmable Timer, Dry Mode, Sleep Mode and Auto Sweep.
                       5. The room size is de ned according to the conditions of the test and only applied with rooms that have a general usage of air conditioners e.g. bedrooms.
                       6. Product design and speci cation are subjected to change without notice.


